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1 PROBLEM DEFINITION
The work of Serna and Spirakis provides a parallel approximation schema for the Maximum flow
problem. An approximate algorithm provides a solution whose cost is within a factor of the optimal
solution. The notation and definitions are the standard ones for networks and flows (see for example
[7], [2]).
A network N = (G, s, t, c) is a structure consisting of a directed graph G = (V,E), two distin-
guished vertices, s, t ∈ V (called the source and the sink), and c : E → Z+, an assignment of an
integer capacity to each edge in E. A flow function f is an assignment of a nonnegative number
to each edge of G (called the flow into the edge) such that first at no edge does the flow exceed the
capacity, and second for every vertex except s and t, the sum of the flows on its incoming edges
equals the sum of the flows on its outgoing edges. The total flow of a given flow function f is
defined as the net sum of flow into the sink t. The Maximum flow problem can be stated as
Name Maximum flow
Input A network N = (G, s, t, c)
Output Find a flow f for N for which the total flow is maximum.
Maximum Flows and Matchings The Maximum Flow Problem is closely related to the Max-
imum Matching problem on bipartite graphs.
Given a graph G = (V,E) and a set of edges M ⊆ E is a matching if in the subgraph (V,M)
all vertices have degree at most one. A maximum matching for G is a matching with maximum
number of edges. For a graph G = (V,E) with weight w(e), the weight of a matching M is the sum
of the weights of the edges in M . The problem can be stated as follows:
Name Maximum Weight Matching
Input A graph G = (V,E) and a weight w(e) for each edge e ∈ E
Output Find a matching of G with the maximum possible weight.
There is a standard reduction from the Maximum Matching problem for bipartite graphs to the
Maximum Flow problem ([7], [8]). In the general weighted case one have just to look at each edge
with capacity c > 1 as c edges joining the same points each with capacity one, and transform the
multigraph obtained as shown before. Notice that to perform this transformation it is required a
c value which is polynomially bounded. The whole procedure was introduced by Karp, Upfal and
Wigderson [5] providing the following results
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Theorem 1. The Maximum Matching problem for bipartite graphs is NC equivalent to the Maxi-
mum Flow problem on networks with polynomial capacities. Therefore, Maximum Flow with poly-
nomial capacities problem belongs to the class RNC.
2 KEY RESULTS
The first contribution is an extension of Theorem 1 to a generalization of the problem, namely the
Maximum Flow on networks with polynomially bounded maximum flow. The proof is based on
the construction (in NC) of a second network which has the same maximum flow but for which the
maximum flow and the maximum capacity in the network are polynomially related.
Lemma 2. Let N = (G, s, t, c). Given any integer k, there is an NC algorithm that decides whether
f(N) ≥ k or f(N) < km.
Since Lemma 2 applies even to numbers that are exponential in size, they get
Lemma 3. Let N = (G, s, t, c) be a network. there is an NC algorithm that computes an integer
value k such that 2k ≤ f(N) < m 2k+1.
The following lemma establishes the NC-reduction from the Maximum Flow problem with
polynomial maximum flow to the Maximum Flow problem with polynomial capacities.
Lemma 4. Let N = (G, s, t, c) be a network, there is an NC algorithm that constructs a second
network N1 = (G, s, t, c1) such that
log(Max(N1)) ≤ log(f(N1)) +O(log n)
and f(N) = f(N1).
Lemma 4 shows that the Maximum Flow problem restricted to networks with polynomially
bounded maximum flow is NC-reducible to the Maximum Flow problem restricted to polynomially
bounded capacities, the latter problem is a simplification of the former one, so the following results
follows.
Theorem 5. For each polynomial p, the problem of constructing a maximum flow in a network N
such that f(N) ≤ p(n) is NC-equivalent to the problem of constructing a maximum matching in a
bipartite graph, and thus it is in RNC.
Recall that [5] gave us an O(log2 n) randomized parallel time algorithm to compute a maximum
matching. The combination of this with the reduction from the Maximum Flow problem to the
Maximum Matching leads to the following result.
Theorem 6. There is a randomized parallel algorithm to construct a maximum flow in a directed
network, such that the number of processors is bounded by a polynomial in the number of vertices
and the time used is O((log n)α log f(N)) for some constant α > 0.
The previous theorem is the first step towards finding a approximate maximum flow in a network
N by an RNC algorithm. The algorithm, given N and an  > 0, outputs a solution f ′ such that
f(N)/f ′ ≤ 1 + 1/. The algorithm uses a polynomial number of processors (independent of ) and
parallel time O(logα n(log n+ log )), where α is independent of . Thus the algorithm is an RNC
one as long as  is at most polynomial in n. (Actually  can be O(nlog
β n) for some β.) Thus being
a Fully RNC approximation scheme (FRNCAS).
The second ingredient is a rough NC approximation to the Maximum Flow problem.
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Lemma 7. Let N = (G, s, t, c) be a network. Let k ≥ 1 be an integer, then there is an NC algorithm
to construct a network M = (G, s, t, c1) such that k f(M) ≤ f(N) ≤ k f(M) + km.
Putting all together and allowing randomization the algorithm can be sketched as follows:
FAST-FLOW(N = (G, s, t, c), )
1. Compute k such that 2k ≤ F (N) ≤ 2k+1m.
2. Construct a network N1 such that
log(Max(N1)) ≤ log(F (N1)) +O(log n).
3. If 2k ≤ (1 + )m then F (N) ≤ (1 + )m2 so use Algorithm ?? to solve the Maximum Flow
problem in N as a Maximum Matching and return
4. Let β =
⌊
2k
(1 + )m
⌋
. Construct N2 from N1 and β using the construction in Lemma 7.
5. Solve the Maximum Flow problem in N2 as a Maximum Matching.
6. Output F ′ = βF (M2) and for all e ∈ E, f ′(e) = βf(e).
Theorem 8. Let N = (G, s, t, c) be a network. Then, algorithm FAST-FLOW is an RNC algorithm
such that for all  > 0 at most polynomial in the number of network vertices, the algorithm computes
a legal flow of value f ′ such that
f(N)
f ′
≤ 1 + 1

.
Furthermore, the algorithm uses a polynomial number of processors and runs in expected parallel
time O(logα n(log n+ log )), for some constant α, independent of .
3 APPLICATIONS
The rounding/scaling technique is used in general to deal with problems that are hard due to the
presence of large weights in the problem instance. The technique modifies the problem instance in
order to produce a second instance that has no large weights, and thus can be solved efficiently. The
way in which a new instance is obtained consists in computing first an estimate of the optimal value
(when needed) in order to discard unnecessary high weights. Then the weights are modified, scaling
them down by an appropriate factor that depends on the estimation and the allowed error. The
rounding factor is determined in such a way that the so obtained instance can be solved efficiently.
Finally a last step consisting in scaling up the value of the “easy” instance solution is performed
in order to meet the corresponding accuracy requirements.
It is known that in the sequential case, the only way to construct FPTAS uses rounding/scaling
and interval partition [6]. In general, both techniques can be parallelized, although sometimes the
details of the parallelization are non-trivial [1].
The Maximum Flow problem has a long history in computer Science. Here are recorded some
results about its parallel complexity. Goldschlager, Shaw and Staples showed that the Maximum
Flow problem is P-complete [3]. The P-completeness proof for Maximum Flow uses large capacities
on the edges; in fact the values of some capacities are exponential in the number of network vertices.
If the capacities are constrained to be no greater than some polynomial in the number of network
vertices the problem is in ZNC. In the case of planar networks it is known that the Maximum Flow
problem is in NC, even if arbitrary capacities are allowed [4].
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4 OPEN PROBLEMS
The parallel complexity of the Maximum Weight Matching problem when the weight of the edges
are given in binary is still an open problem. However, as mentioned earlier, there is a randomized
NC algorithm to solve the problem in O(log2 n) parallel steps, when the weights of the edges are
given in unary. The scaling technique has been used to obtain fully randomized NC approximation
schemes, for the Maximum Flow and Maximum Weight Matching problems (see [10]). The result
appears to be the best possible in regard of full approximation, in the sense that the existence of
an FNCAS for any of the problems considered is equivalent to the existence of an NC algorithm
for perfect matching which is also still an open problem.
5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
None is reported.
6 DATA SETS
None is reported.
7 URL to CODE
None is reported.
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